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Abstract

Power reduction at the logic level is achieved by makingfunctional changes in the circuit using theflexibility pro

vided by don7 care conditions. We present a technique for determining the sensitivity of circuit power dissipation to
functional changes considering both local and global effects. This sensitivity is used during a power optimization

strategy both to target the parts of the circuit with maximum potentialfor reducing network power and to guide the
localfunctional manipulation itself Tlie proposed approach is based on two critical observationsabout the numeri

cal properties ofminterms andfunctions in the Boolean space: the large variance in minterm probabilities, and the
small variance in expectedsize ofafiinction when performing resynthesis of a node.

Based on these observations, the technology dependent power optimization problem is formulated as a variant of

the engineering change problem. A rewiring based algorithm is proposed. Initial experimental results are very
encouraging.

This work was supported in part by the Semiconductor Research Corporation Contract DC-324-96.
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Introduction
The proliferation of portable electronics and the threat of chips overheating as clock frequencies and

device counts increase is bringing power minimization to the forefront of VLSI circuit design. Minimizing
power dissipation of a chip does not only improve energy savings, but also chip reliability. In this work, we
present a technique for reconnecting existing gates in a network to minimize power.
In its most general form, logic synthesis is the generation and optimization of a multi-level logic

description which implements a specified function. Logic optimization makes use of the fact that nodes

internal to a network do not generally have a uniquely specified function for satisfying correctness of an

implementation. A subset of the Boolean space known as the Don't Care (DC) [15] set can be generated at
each node which gives the range of functionality possible during a valid optimization step. The functional

ity of nodes internal to a circuit can be manipulated within the DC set to minimize area or delay. If a
changeis made within the Observability DC (ODC) set, then onset probabilityis also affected.

Engineering change is a class of synthesis algorithms dedicated to establishing a minimal changein an

existing circuit in order to implement a new function. Rewiring is a subset of this set of algorithms which
preserves the original gates of the network. We will show that this technique canbe used to reduce power

by providing incompletely specified rewiring functionality atinternal network nodes which is compatible
with the existing output functionality. It is the definition of suitable incompletely specified functions to
guide the rewiring algorithm which is the major contribution of this work.

The power dissipation of a CMOS logic circuit depends on the gate capacitances and node switching
activity. If the gate capacitance for the circuit remains fixed, then synthesis for low-power becomes an

issue of reducing switching activity. The switching activity at a node depends on the functionality imple
mented at the node, and even a minimal Boolean difference in the functionality may significantly alter the

switching activity in certain cases. This effect is particularly dramatic in circuits with distributed input
switching probabilities (i.e probabilities other than 0.5) implying that it is generally invalid to optimize for
power underthe assumption that allinput switching probabilities are0.5.

Low-power synthesis algorithms which consider distributed input switching probabilities already exist
[1][5][6][8][13][17]. Theseapproaches either try to reduce the functional support from high-activity inputs

or guide sub-expression extraction through simple high-level power approximations. However, in these
works the effect on capacitance during network restructuring is difficult to predict. This is not the case for
rewiring algorithms. At the technology dependent stage of synthesis, there have been works which try to
minimize the total switching activity using a procedure similar to Huffman's algorithms [19] as well as
methods which use area-delay trade-off curves [12][18].

The variancein minterm probability when input switching probabilities are distributed implies that cir
cuit switching activity is particularly sensitive to functional changes made using some minterms over oth
ers. We separate the minterms in the Boolean space based on minterm probabilities into a set of classes
which typically contains some high-minterm-probability, small-cardinality classes and some large-cardi
nality, small-probability-minterm classes. The overlap of the high-minterm-probability classes with the

ODC set at a node can be used to bias areaoptimization towards reducing switching activity. The subset of
the ODC set containing the small-probability minterm classes provides significant flexibility for area-opti
mization without strong influence upon activity.

However, the result of a synthesis step can be any arbitrary function within the provided functional flex
ibility. It is therefore difficult to define how appropriate resynthesizing a node will be for reduction in

powerunless the expected final onset size can be estimated. We show that the distributionof possible onset
sizes of a function within a specified flexibility has a very small deviation. In fact, when changesin a func
tion are made within the ODC constraints,it is most likely that the final function will cover almost exactly

half the ODC set. This is used to predict the expected change in the onset size during rewiring, andis also
a fact which guarantees that the prediction of expected TFO activity change is an accurate global measure
of sensitivity.

The design of suitable incompletely specified functions for guiding rewiring is based upon the statisti
cal properties of the minterm probability distribution [11], the formulation of a global activity sensitivity

function, first presented in [9] and extended in [10], and an examination of the distribution of possible
function sizes in the Boolean space. The nature of these distributions gives rise to some fundamental obser

vations and very intuitive concepts for power optimization.
TTie notion of sensitivity and flexibility in the context of logic level power optimization is described

Section 3 after a quick definition of CMOS power consumption in Section. 2. In Section 4, the engineering
change solution based on these notions is outlined. Section 5 is a presentationof the results of applying this
theory to standardbenchmarks, and Section 6 concludes with a brief summary of this work.
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Preliminaries

In this paper, the well accepted switching-activity dominated model of [1] is used to model power dissi
pation. Namely

V2
Paw^l.Cr-f.Et

(1)

where /tow, denotes the average powerdissipated by gate git Q is the load capacitance at the outputof
gate gh Vdd is the supply voltage, T is the clock period, and Et is the average number of gate output
transitions per clock cycle.

We are assuming that the primary inputs for combinational logic blocks are independent. Furthermore,
it is assumed that functional switching power (the zero-delay model) is the predominant effect in determin
ing power consumption. Under this assumption, the power consumption at a gate g,- with onset probability
Pi is given by:

V2
Powt= Cr-^pr(\-Pi)

(2)

When load capacitance is constant, functional power minimization is equivalent to optimizing pt to be
close to zero or one.

3 Sensitivity and Flexibility in Synthesis for Low-Power
A change in fuctionality at a node in a network may influence both the power dissipation local to that
node as well as at nodes throughout the TFO. It was established in the work of [9] that there exists a simple
and highly accurate numerical technique for computing the expected change in functionality throughout

the TFO of a node when functional manipulation is performed within the bounds of the ODC. This was
related to power under the assumption that all inputs had a probability of 0.5 of switching during any clock

period. In general, however, this assumption which allows functional 'size' (i.e. minterm count) to be
directly related to switching probability is invalid. The extension of this work in [10] provided a simple

mechanism for generalizing the theory under the assumption that the Boolean space could be sectioned
into sets of like-probability minterms. In [11] an efficient mechanism for determining such sets was out

lined. This was used to establish the concept of a 'Power Sensitive Minterm Class* which was in turn used

to guide functional optimization towards power optimization, neglecting the TFO effects. The work pre

sented here will unify these ideas to establish the concept of power-sensitivity for nodes within a network
with arbitrary input probabilities incorporating both local and global considerations.

We are defining functional sensitivity to be independent of the changes in activity withinthe region of
network being rewired. The change in power within the section of reconfigured network would be esti

mated by structural power sensitivity. This is a much more complex phenomena that even functional sensi

tivity incorporating TFO effects and it is handled by making a very basic set of assumptions. This is
covered further in Section 4.

To establish the concept of functional sensitivity, it is important to briefly outline the relevant work of
[10] and [11]. We will first describe the technique for estimating the changein functionality throughout the

TFO of a nodewhenit is resynthesized and we will relate thisto the estimated change in activity. This will
define the necessity for establishing similar minterm-probability classes, and this technique will be out
lined.

3.1 Transitive Fanout Sensitivity
Consider a node n with intermediate node inputs {nv /i2, nv ...} where thefunctionality of node nxis

to change from fn to /'„ . Let An be the set of minterms added to /„ , Rn be the set of minterms
removed. A minterm is added to the functionality at node n if it is added to (removedfrom) the functional

ity at node n^ and it is contained within the positive (negative) sensitivity of node n to nx,

5n°*(n1X^"^(wi) )• The expected change in function at node nis therefore given by the probability of
overlap of the sensitivity and added/removed minterm sets at nx . As the change in onset at node nx can
onlyoccurwithin the ODC at that node, andthe added (removed) minterms mustlie within fn (fn ), the
following formulation may be derived:

£(|/t„|) =CntPKS^p^ •ODCn>)) •|A„J +C«//>r(5^(n,)|(/„, •ODCJ) •|*„,| (3)
Similarly, for the expected number of minterms removed:

£(|J?j) =CntPr{SnneHnx)\(f:x •ODCJ) •|A„J +CntPr{Spn°\n,)\{fnx •ODCni)) •|/g (4)
In this context, Cw/Pris defined as:Cn/Pr(A15) = |Cj
This formulation can be propagated throughout the TFO to estimate the expected size of the change in

functionality at every node influenced by the change at nx . (The technique for handling reconvergent
fanout is outlined in [10], and omitted here.) Although this is only a prediction of average change in func
tionality without an estimate of standard deviation, extensive practical experimentation has shownthat the
variance of actual size of functional changeversus average estimate is extremely small. This follows from

the fact thatthe vastmajority of possible functions which mayariseduring a synthesis stepcover nearhalf
the total number of minterms available within the ODC flexibility. This is discussed in greater detail in
Section 3.3.

When all minterms (input variable assignments) have the same probability of occurrence, the relation

ship between the change in switching activity and expected size of the change in functionality is trivial.

However, thisis notthecasewhen minterm probabilities aredistributed. Although theprediction of change

in power assuming that all minterms areequallylikely would correctly average out when sensitivity perfor
mance is examined over a large number of circuits, in general the standard deviation would become much

too largeto guarantee the usefulness of the method for any specific instance. To make the technique more
viable, it has to be able to be tuned to the specific input probability distribution. This is achieved by split
ting the Boolean space into a set of classes, <p, of like probability minterms. The technique outlined above
is then performed inside each class, resulting in the following sums:

^

PriCt)

E(Pr(An))= ^E(\An\)--rcT->
C,€<p

I 'I

^

Pr(C,)

E(Pr(Rn))= X £<N>'lcf
C; 6 ip

I 'I

(5)

(6)

As the computation of expected change in power given the local expected change is a completely

numerical procedure once the CntPr(f„g{nA(f^^ •ODCn^ •C,)) etc. terms have been computed for
each node and class in a single pass over the network, areasonable number of classes can be handled with
out the computational penalty dominating the synthesis routine.

3.2 Defining Classes and Power Sensitive Minterms
Establishing a set of classes of maximally similar probabilities is in general an exponentially difficult

problem. To generate aset of classes efficiently, the structure of the probability space needs to beutilized.

Consider an n-input circuit with all inputs having onset probability p. Clearly, there are Cj minterms in

the Boolean space defined by the input variables ofprobability: pj(l-pf~J, implying that there are
(n+1) classes needed to partition the space for zero-variance minterm-probability per class. However, it is

also trivial to compute the maximum possible probability error as the total number of classes is reduced by

collapsing these zero-variance classes [11]. In general, the Boolean space is the product of asetof Boolean

spaces, each space being described by a set of like-probability variables. A set of classes for a general
space is formed by grouping like input probabilities, constructing class-count/error curves for each Bool
ean subspace which those groups define, and choosing aclass count for each subspace based ontotal toler-
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Figure 2. Functional size probability profile

able error for the overall Boolean space. A very simple productrelationship exists which bounds the total
error given the error in each subspace, and the final set of classes is the product of the classes chosen for
each subspace. This very efficient technique is outlined in detail in [11].

3.3 Flexibility
We have generalized the TFO sensitivity algorithm for circuits with arbitrary input switching probabili
ties through the assumption of being able to partition the Boolean space into several classes containing
similar-probability minterms. Further, we have now shown how those classescan be efficiently computed.

All that remains in the computation of a global powersensitivity is a prediction of the size of the expected
functional change during resyntiiesis. To establishthis, we assume that any function within the bounds of
the provided flexibility is equally likely. This allows a functional size probability profile to be trivially
N

established as there exists Ck ways of forming a ^-minterm size function in an iV-minterm Boolean

space. Example profiles are shown in Figure 2 for several input variable counts. (All profiles are binned
into 64 x-axis data points for comparative purposes.)
As the number of variables in the functional supportincreases, the 'centralizing* effect becomes more
dramatic. Forinput counts {4, 6,8,10} the normalized standard deviation of the function count profile is

{0.125,0.062,0.031,0.016} respectively. It is this property which allows an average prediction technique
for establishing sensitivity to work incredibly well for estimating the global effect of specific synthesis
cases, as experimentally verified in [8].

The functional flexibility is defined with respect to the most likely functional change. For example, if

the DC contains N minterm, m of which are originally in the function on-set, the flexibility (or 'expected
functional change') is given by:

N

2~m

The applicationof this to synthesis is detailed in Section 4.2.1.

4 Power Optimization Through Engineering Change
4.1 Engineering Change Based Formulation
Given a logic network that has been already been synthesized (possibly for low power), we want to

reduce the power dissipation by making incremental changes. In [11] a technique was explored whereby
regional synthesis was guided to make small changes in node functionality throughout a multi-level net
work such that the total power was reduced However, the additional circuitry that might be required to
implement those functional changes could possibly offset the power reduction achieved. This adverse
effect can be reduced by using an engineering change approach which aims at modifying the circuit in a
'minimal' way to realize the new specification at the node.
The problem of minimal modification of the circuit to reduce power differs a little from the engineering

change problem in that the target function is not a hard constraint. In general, we just want to achieve an

arbitrary expansion/contraction of the onset within the ODC set such that the power dissipation is
decreased. This behavior can be captured by an incompletely specified target function, i.e. a target function

such that any onset change which meets the target function specification is beneficial. Computing a func

tion which includes all possible such changesis exponentiallycomplex. However, the techniques described

in Section 3 may be used to compute a target function for which any arbitrary change which meets the
function specification is expected to be beneficial.

In the following, we outline an algorithm to computethis target function and a rewiring basedapproach
to solve the engineering change problem. The choice of a rewiring approach is particularly appropriate in

the context of power optimization as rewiring a region of the circuit does not affect existing gate capaci
tance.

4.2 Rewiring based Power Optimization
The proposed rewiring based algorithm consists of two phases: identifying the redesign region and
applying rewiring to reduce power dissipation. The first phase involves determining the circuit nodes
10

which have the highest flexibility andpower sensitivity. All nodes are ranked based on the sensitivity of
network power to expected change in functionality and the nodes contributing the largest beneficial

changes areselected for optimization. In a mapped circuit, optimizing just one node does notyield signifi
cant power gains. In order to provide a sufficiently large input for the optimizer to manipulate, we identify
a region for rewiring with the flexible node at its root.

4.2.1

Choose Rewiring Region based on Flexibility/Sensitivity Considerations

For each node, we estimate the appropriateness of the node from a power optimization perspective by
computing the expected change in its power dissipation under an arbitrary optimization step, as follows:
We first partition the boolean space in to k classes using the techniques presented in Section 3.2, such
that all minterm probabilities in the fth class can be approximated by one average probability value, say pv

Let the node cover before optimization be/and after optimization be/'. Let the essential minterms of/be

represented by the function fesSential a*10" the d011'1 cares °y /do The expected probability of/', Prif) is
k

then Prif) = Y Pr(f.), where/'/isthe projection of/' over the fth class. Since minterms ineach class

are represented /=0
by asingle probability, Prif) is given by Prif) = £
^ p{ •[/'J.
i = 0

Based on the current onset probability, we then decide if it is beneficial to expand or contract the onset.

If thecurrent probability of the nodecover/, Prif) > 0.5,it is desirable to expand the onsetso thatthe node

power dissipation decreases and similarly it is desirable to contract if Prif) < 0.5. In each class i, the final

cover/',- must include /

^e, and may include some subset off^c . Thus, for each class we have

two possibilities: keep the original /,- within the class, or optimize/- using }q^c •We compute the
expected value of theonset sizeof/',-, £"(1 /',!), under theconditions of allowing or notallowing DC flexi
bility to influence functional specification within the class. The configuration most compatible with the

objective of decreasing local and TFO activity is then chosen. For example, in thelatter case where ODC

flexibility is permitted, EQ /'/I) can be computed as E{\ft\) = \fessmtiaA +E<\fi f^cP'
E(|/\ •/

I) isthe expected value ofthe onset size ofa function selected from a set ofminterms with a

cardinality of 1/^/-1 via some optimization step. From the discussion of Section 3.3, we see that
I
i\
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E( f.t •/^ I) =^ giving E<\ffi =\fessentiaA +U^ •This expected change in functionality
is combined with the TFOsensitivity work of Section 3.1 to predict a global power sensitivity.

This expected global power dissipation change estimate is computed for all possible combinations of
permitted/not-permitted flexibility in each class and the best flexibility configuration is then chosen for
each node. Thenodes with the highest potential forreducing power arethen chosen foroptimization. Note
that the above procedure identifies the classes of DC most useful in power optimization. The classes in

which f(DC is provided as functional flexibility to the synthesis tool are referred to as useful DC classes.
4.2.2

The Rewiring for Low Power Algorithm

We propose an algorithm based on rewiring to redesign the hot, flexible network region identified by
the techniques of the previous section. The redesign algorithm presented here modifies existing circuitry
by reconnecting gates in the region with all the gate types and gate counts unchanged. As a result, the
power optimization process does not change the total gate capacitance of the circuit, which means that any
reduction in switching activity is made without a capacitance trade-off.

The proposed rewiring algorithm is an adaptation of [7] which formulates the redesign problem as a

Boolean-constraint problem and gives an algorithm based on BDDs to generate all possible assignments of
gate connections which satisfy the specified target functionality.

The rewiring algorithm assigns a Boolean connection variable for each ordered pair of gate outputs and
inputs in the region. The value of the variable is 1 if there exists a connection between this pair in the rede

signed circuit and 0 otherwise. It then builds a characteristic function for each gate to capture all possible
functionalities that can be implemented at that gate using all possible combinations of the connection vari
ables.

Formally, lets cv v (i = 1,...,M) be the Boolean variable forthe connection from the output of gate i to
an input of a 2-input AND gate k. Let v,- be the Boolean variable corresponding to the output of the gate i.

Thenthis characteristic function X2-AND of the AND gate kis
12

(

k

%2-AND =LTE2(cv,vt'-'Cvt lVjk)' vJk= n<Cv1vfc=5> v,)

^

(7)

where LTE2() is the Boolean function which evaluates to one iff <2 of its arguments are one. The

LTE2 thus selects two of the all possible connection variables feeding into the inputs of gate k, and
%2-and captures all possible connection assignments which implement the AND function at v^.
TTie complete set of possible functions whichcanbe implemented by the region canthen be computed
given by ANDing the characteristic functions of all gates. That is, the characteristic function of the circuit
after reconnection %, is given by

X(v,c) = n**(v'c)

(8)

ge G

where G is the set of gates in the original network and % is the characteristic function for gate g. v is
o

the set of all circuit variables and c is the set of all connection variables.

After smoothing out all the internal variables in v which are associated with the intermediate nodes in

the region, we areleft with x(i> o, c), a function of the primary input (i) and output variables(o) and allthe

connection variables. We then compare this with the characteristic function xs(U o), of the specifications.
Note that in our case, this is an incompletely specified function with the useful DC computed from the pre

vious section providing the don't cares conditions. The condition on the connection variables c thenis that

theinput-output behavior of the reconnected circuit implies theinput-output behavior of the specification.
i.e.,

Xredesign(c) = k *<*(». 0, C) => Xf(l, °»

<9>

The consensus operator above extracts all 0-1 assignments to c such that x(i» o, c) => %s(it 6) is a tau
tology. Notethateach minterm of the characteristic function represents a 0-1 assignment of the connection
variables which will satisfy the target functionality. For moredetails of the algorithm, referto [7].

The target function for the redesign region is computed using fesSentiai and the useful DC classes as

determined by the algorithm in the previous section. Theunion of these useful DC classes gives a subset of
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the node DC set which isexpected to be beneficial for power optimization and this incompletely specified
function is used to direct therewiring algorithm. Theoutput of the rewiring algorithm is a setof minterms
of connection variables. While each of these represents a different wiring scheme with a different power

dissipation, based on the reasoning of Section 3.3, the power dissipation is expected to reduce when we
randomly pick a single wiring assignment Without any loss of generality, we pick the assignment which
implies the minimum numbers of connection wires. This minimizes the power dissipation due to wiring
capacitances, and under a unit delay model guarantees that the critical path length for the region does not
increase.
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5 Experimental Results
The algorithms outlined in this paper have been implemented inside the SIS logic synthesis package. A
subset of circuits from the MCNC and ISCAS_89 benchmark set were used to obtain the experimental
results. All circuits were mapped using msu.genlib. Without any loss of functional generality, he rewiring
algorithm uses a reduced form of this library due to the limitations of the current rewiring implementation.

Power estimation and switching activity computation was performed using the symbolic simulation
method of [1] using a zero-delay model. All input probabilities were chosen from a uniform distribution
over [0,1].

Tie results from the rewiring algorithm are presented in Table 1. The results obtained by first mapping

the circuit, then optimizing it for area using script.rugged and then applying our rewiring algorithm to it.

The normalized power reduction data in Column 4 presents the ration of the power dissipation of the cir

cuit after ouralgorithm to the power dissipation of the area optimized circuit inputto our algorithm. Over
all, a 4% reduction in power was achieved. Note that rewiring can never increase the gate count so in

essence there is no trade-off in this power reduction. In fact, there is, in general areduction in literal count

due to the fact that during therewiring procedure, notall gates are re-used (the number of literals is used as
a metric of area sincethe SIS framework does not provide a gate count without re-mapping the circuit. The

validity of the rewiring program was verified by re-mapping the circuit and in all cases the gate count
either remained the same ordecreased by 1-2 gates). We expect theresults to further improve aswe extend

our benchmarking to large circuits, since these circuits would have more flexibility for redesign.
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Circuit

#lit before

#lit after

EC

EC

Normalized
Power

Reduction

(after/before)
tramc_ci

16

17

0.98

bl

17

15

0.97

mux_cl

45

42

0.98

cm82

42

36

0.95

cml51

45

41

0.94

parity

120

90

0.88

cm42

38

34

0.96

cml38

35

31

0.96

cl7

12

12

1.00

tcon

49

48

0.99

decod

56

52

0.97

cmb

84

76

0.96

cml63

pcle

76

67

0.95

117

106

0.95

mux

87

82

0.98

cm 162

69

61

0.98

cm 150

87

80

0.97

cm85

75

65

0.93

z4ml

66

60

0.96

cu

85

77

0.96

150

137

0.95

92

79

0.94

pcler8
cc

unreg

170

152

0.96

count

210

208

0.99

288

0.96

my_adder

320

comp

213

177

0.94

cht

275

238

0.87

c8

234

210

0.96

lal

162

143

0.95

b9

180

162

0.96

cordic

102

91

0.95

frgl

215

199

0.97

ttt2

303

280

0.96

terml

272

248

0.96

0.96

Total

16

6

Conclusions
We presented a technique for determining the sensitivity of circuit power dissipation to functional

changes considering both local and global effects. This sensitivity is used during a power optimization
strategy both to target the parts of the circuit with maximum potential for reducing network power and to
guide the local functional manipulation itself. The proposed approach is based on two critical observations
about the numerical properties of minterms and functions in the Boolean space: the large variance in min

term probabilities, and the small variance in expected size of a function when performing resyntiiesis of a
node.

Based on these observations, the technology dependent power optimization problem was formulated as
a variant of the engineering change problem. We have proposed and implemented an engineering change

solution for low-power re-synthesis which reduces power dissipation via activity reduction with minimal
impact on circuit structure, and no trade-off with the overall area. This algorithm uses the concept of
power-sensitivity to identify nodes which are most likely to provide power reductions and determines the

best restriction on functional flexibility to guide the rewiring algorithm towards lower power.

We combined the theory of [10] and [11] into a unified framework to allow global power sensitivities to

be defined for networks with arbitrary input probability distributions. To achieve this, we exploited the
concept of similar-minterm-probability classes within which the existing functional sensitivity theory

applies. Furthermore, this was combined with new theory for estimating the expected change in functional
ity during synthesis given a specific flexibility.

We are currently working on extending the implementation to a handle a larger variety of library gates
as well as benchmarking larger circuits. Due to the increased amount of flexibility in larger circuits, we
expect teh results to improve even further in these cases.
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